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 1. Introduction 

The research into the category of aspect in Czech has reflected on aspec-
tology of other Slavic languages, particularly of Russian and Polish, but it re-
mained mostly unaffected by the distinction between grammatical vs. lexical 
aspect discussed esp. in approaches that are not limited to Slavic languages.1

The discussion in Czech linguistics was centred around the definition of 
aspect as a grammatical or lexical category, on the one hand, and around the 

1 Grammatical aspect (or alternatively “morphological aspect”, “viewpoint aspect”, 
or “outer aspect”; cf. Verkuyl 1993, Smith 1991, Mel’čuk 1994, or de Swart 2012) is re-
ferred to as “verbal aspect” or just “aspect” in Czech. The issues subsumed under the 
lexical aspect (also “aspectual class”, “situation aspect”, or “inner aspect”; cf. Filip 2012) 
were discussed under the terms Aktionsart and telicity (Isačenko 1960b, Daneš 1971, 
Komárek 2006). Cf. also the application of Vendler’s approach (1957) to Czech and other 
Slavic languages by Kučera (1983) and Eckert (1984). The diachronic perspective on as-
pect in Slavic languages and beyond is taken by Němec (1958), Wiemer – Seržant (2017), 
or Bybee et al. (1994), cf. also the respective chapters in Comrie (1976) or Dahl (1985).
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morphemic structure of pure aspectual pairs, on the other. After a brief sum-
mary of these topics (Section 2), we focus on a rather neglected issue of the 
Czech aspectology, namely, on the relation of aspect to derivation. In Sec-
tion 3, we advocate a broad approach to aspect by seeing it as a category 
whose meanings belong to the inflectional morphology of verbs while for-
mal means fall under the scope of derivational morphology. We argue that 
the formation of aspectual counterparts is an integral part of the verb-to-verb 
derivation in Czech. In Section 4, aspect is presented as one of the features 
used for organizing verbs in DeriNet, a large specialized database of Czech 
derivation.

 2. The category of aspect in Czech

 2.1. Aspect as a grammatical vs. lexical category

In Czech verbs, aspect is expressed by affixes used in derivation (i.e. of 
agglutinative nature) whereas person, number and other verbal categories 
are expressed cumulatively by inflectional suffixes and/or endings (in some 
forms with auxiliary forms of the verb být ‘to be’); see a form of a perfective 
verb in ex. (1) and of its imperfective counterpart in ex. (2).

 (1) chyt-i-l-a		 ‘(she) catched.pf’

  catch-PF-PST.IND.ACT-3.SG.FEM

 (2) chyt-a-l-a	 ‘(she) catched.impf’

  catch-IMPF-PST.IND.ACT-3.SG.FEM

The debate over aspect in Czech linguistics has been influenced by the 
fact that derivation is not considered to be a part of morphology in grammar 
books of Czech. Being excluded from morphology and, thus, from the gram-
matical description, derivation is looked upon as a part of word-formation 
which is seen as a transition zone between grammar and lexicon; derivatio-
nal means are classified as non-grammatical means (Bednaříková 2009:24).2

2 Morphology is then limited to inflectional morphology which is reflected by the 
identification of “morphology” and “inflection” in grammar books of Czech.
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As aspect of Czech verbs is expressed by derivational morphemes, it was 
probably the exclusion of derivation from grammar which did not allow defi-
ning aspect simply as a grammatical (morphological) category but as a “mor-
phological-lexical” category of verbs in the representative grammar of Czech 
(Komárek et al. 1986:179ff). A similar oscillation between grammar and le-
xicon is documented in all other grammar books of Czech. Nevertheless, the 
more recent ones come closer to the grammatical approach (cf. Cvrček et al. 
2013:245, Štícha et al. 2013:440). Similarly, Nübler et al. (2017) state explici-
tly that a change in aspect leads to creating forms of the same verb lexeme. 
A clearly grammatical interpretation is also documented in a few older stu-
dies (Kopečný 1962, or Isačenko 1960a).

In contrast to the lack of consensus in the definition of aspect, the descrip-
tions agree that two groups of imperfective and perfective verbs are to be di-
scerned.3 Imperfectivity is described as a continuation of an event (without 
respect to its completion) whereas perfectivity means completion or boun-
dedness of an event (Panevová et al. 1971; Nübler et al. 2017). If imperfecti-
vity vs. perfectivity concern the same event or, stated differently, if the im-
perfective verb and its perfective counterpart share the same lexical meaning 
and differ just in the aspect, they form a pure aspectual pair. The imperfective 
verb is considered to be the unmarked member of the aspectual opposition by 
Mathesius (1947), Isačenko (1960a), Kopečný (1962), or Jakobson (1971). The 
opposite position, in which the perfective is seen as the unmarked member, is 
taken by Wierzbicka (1967) or Bogusławski (2003, 2014).

 2.2. Morphemic structure of pure aspectual pairs in Czech

In the debate over the morphemic structure of verbs in pure aspectual pa-
irs, i.e. pairs of an imperfective and a perfective verb which differ only in 
suffixes, are considered the core type; these include pairs of simplex verbs 
(cf. chytit	–	chytat	in ex. (1) and (2) and ex. (3a)) as well as pairs of prefixed 

3 Kopečný’s proposal (1962) to include the iterativeness as the third value into the 
category of aspect was admitted by Komárek et al. (1986:180) as a part of “aspect in 
a broader sense”. Otherwise, iterativeness is subsumed under the category of Aktionsart 
(Poldauf 1964 and others). Verbs of both Czech and foreign origin which are marked as 
biaspectual in the dictionaries of Czech (Havránek 1960–1971) are disambiguated by the 
context (Jindra 2008).
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verbs (i.e. a prefixed verb and a secondary imperfective derived by suffixa-
tion; (3b)).

 (3) (a) skák-a-t	‘to jump.impf’ – skoč-i-t	‘to jump.pf’

  (b) vy-skoč-i-t	‘to jump up.pf’– vy-skak-ova-t	‘to jump up.impf’

The second type of pure aspectual pairs which is constituted by an imper-
fective simplex and a prefixed perfective (4) is accepted in most grammar bo-
oks of Czech and some other resources (cf. Nübler et al. 2017, Nübler 1992, 
Eckert 1984, or Kopečný 1962). However, the Czech lexicographic practice is 
inconsistent in this respect.4

(4) vař-i-t	‘to cook.impf’ –	u-vař-i-t	‘to cook.pf’

Poldauf (1954) classified verbal prefixes into three classes: pure perfec-
tivizing prefixes which are rare (4), subsumption prefixes whose lexical se-
mantics overlaps with a semantic feature of the prefixless verb (cf. the prefix 
při-	in (5a) that shares the feature of “approaching something” with the base 
verb; cf. also Esvan 2007, 2014), and prefixes that cause semantic shifts (5b). 
In grammar books of Czech, a simplified classification of prefixes into pure 
perfectivizing prefixes (as in (4)) and those causing lexical shifts (both (5a) 
and (5b)) is found.

 (5) (a) blíž-i-t	 se	 ‘to approach.impf’ –	při-blíž-i-t se	 ‘to approach/come 
close.pf’

  (b) lep-i-t	‘to glue.impf’ – při-lep-i-t	‘to attach by gluing.pf’

4 In the representative dictionaries (such as Slovník	 spisovného	 jazyka	 českého, 
Havránek et al. 1961–1970, and Slovník	spisovné	češtiny, Filipec et al. 1998), the relation 
between the verbs in (4) as well as between vidět ‘to see.impf’ and uvidět ‘to see.pf’ is 
reflected in the entry of the perfective member (cf. “uvařit dok. k vařit” and “uvidět dok. 
k vidět” in Filipec et al. 1998:478f) while for napsat ‘to write.pf’ information about its 
imperfective counterpart is missing.
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Prefixed verbs as pure aspectual counterparts of prefixless imperfectives 
were rejected by Isačenko (1960b)5 who interpreted all prefixed perfectives as 
exhibiting a semantic shift, belonging rather to Aktionsart; cf. also Komárek 
(2006:194f, originally published as Komárek 1984), Kuryłowicz (1932) and 
Grzegorczykowa et al. (1984:54ff) for Polish, Karcevskij (1927:107) from the 
perspective of Russian, or Maslov (1959) for Bulgarian.

 3. Aspectual pairs as a part of the verb-to-verb derivation

 3.1. Derivation as a part of morphology

Some of the controversies reported above might be overcome by accepting 
the broad approach to morphology including both inflection and derivation. 
Aspect is then definable as a morphological (grammatical) category that be-
longs to the inflectional meanings of verbs but is formally marked by affixes 
falling under the scope of derivational morphology (cf. the respective discus-
sion for Polish by Bloch-Trojnar 2013:209ff). Nevertheless, even within the 
broad grammatical approach, it will not be easy to delimit the boundaries be-
tween the inflectional and derivational paradigm of the verbs in a pure aspec-
tual pair, esp. to clarify whether one of the aspectual counterparts (and which 
one) is a part of the inflectional paradigm of the other one, or whether they 
are separate lexemes. 

 3.2. Formation of aspectual pairs as derivation

The fact that the category of aspect is expressed by prefixes and suffixes 
used in derivation is reflected by terms describing the relation between pure 
aspectual counterparts. Here we apply the derivational perspective consisten-
tly and analyse the pairs as consisting of a verb formed from another verb 
through affixation. Based on the general assumptions that affixed words are 
derived from their affixless counterparts and that base words are semantical-
ly broader than the derivatives (Dokulil 1962:109, Furdík 1978, Booij et al. 

5 Isačenko’s position was in line with his approach to Russian and Slovak (Isačenko 
1960a), but is considered minor, even in Russian linguistics (cf. Janda – Lyashevskaja 
2011, Dickey – Janda 2015).
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2000:866),6 we compare the morphemic structure and meaning of the mem-
bers of pure aspectual pairs in order to identify the direction of the relation. 
The two types of pure aspectual pairs (i.e. formed by suffixes and by prefi-
xes) fall into three groups:

 (i) pairs of verbs that both have a suffix but a different one:
the verbs are interpreted as results of replacing a suffix by another one (re-
suffixation); cf. two simplex verbs in (3a) and in (6), but also the prefixed per-
fective and the secondary imperfective in (3b) or in (7).7 As the verbs in the 
pair are of the same morphemic complexity, the direction of derivation has to 
be determined according to other features (esp. meaning and/or corpus fre-
quency; cf. Sect. 4.2). In some cases, the resulting classification, for instance, 
when the perfective (as semantically primary) becomes the base of the imper-
fective derivative, may contradict the hypothesis of unmarkedness of imper-
fectives in aspectual pairs (see Sect. 2.1);

 (6) (a) ház-e-t	‘to throw.impf’	–	hod-i-t	‘to throw.pf’

  (b) štěk-a-t	‘to bark.impf’ –	štěk-nou-t	‘to bark.pf’

  (c) kup-ova-t	‘to buy.impf’ –	koup-i-t	‘to buy.pf’

(7) po-škod-i-t	‘to damage.pf’ – po-škoz-ova-t	‘to damage.impf’

 (ii) pairs in which one of the verbs has an extra suffix as compared to 
the other verb, cf. the simplex perfective verb and the corresponding 
suffixed imperfective in (8), some of the secondary imperfectives (9) 
also fall under this type. With respect to a common word-formation 
processes in Czech, formation of these pairs is to be interpreted as ad-
ding a suffix to a simplex perfective verb (suffixation), rather than de-

6 In general, the word that has a simpler morphemic structure is expected to have 
a broader, less specific meaning and thus to be the base word. There are a few counter-
examples in derivation in Czech such as action nouns derived from verbs by the zero suf-
fix (e.g. běhat	‘to run’ – běh ‘run’).

7 Cf. the analysis by Kuznetsova – Sokolova (2016) for Russian who discusses aspec-
tual triplets consisting of a perfective verb with two imperfective correlates, a primary 
imperfective and a secondary imperfective.
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-suffixation (of more complex imperfectives), which is rare in Czech; 
the former and preferred interpretation again speaks in favour of the 
unmarkedness of perfectives.

(8) dá-t ‘to give.pf’	–	dá-va-t	‘to give.impf’

(9) pře-prac-ova-t	‘to remake.pf’	–	pře-prac-ov-áv-a-t ‘to remake.pf’

(iii) pairs of verbs that differ in the prefix:
here, the prefixless imperfective and the corresponding prefixed perfective 
have a different morphemic complexity (cf. ex. (4) and (10)). The prefixless 
imperfective is considered to be the base for the prefixed perfective, which 
corresponds to the assumed unmarkedness of the imperfective.

 (10) (a) děl-a-t	‘to do.impf’ –	u-děl-a-t	‘to do.pf’

  (b) pros-i-t	‘to ask.impf’ –	po-pros-i-t	‘to ask.pf’

	 3.3.	Ambiguity	of	aspectual	affixes

Most of the suffixes and prefixes used in the formation of aspectual coun-
terparts are ambiguous. They are attested in other types of derivation which 
might be, but do not need to be connected with the change in aspect. In ad-
dition to the suffixation in aspectual pairs (types (i) and (ii) in Sect. 3.2), suf- 
fixes are used to derive iterative verbs from both prefixless and prefixed im-
perfectives (11). Besides the formation of prefixed perfective counterparts 
from simplex imperfectives (type (iii)), prefixes are used to change the lexi-
cal meaning of the base verb, causing either radical shifts (12), or slight mo-
difications (see different types of Aktionsart in (13)). In (13c), the Aktionsart 
feature is added without changing the aspect. 

 (11) (a) skák-a-t ‘to jump.impf’ – skák-áv-a-t	‘to be used to jump.impf’

  (b) při-cház-e-t ‘to come.impf’ – při-cház-ív-a-t	‘to be used to come.
impf’
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 (12) (a) j-í-t ‘to go.impf’ – na-j-í-t ‘to find.pf’

  (b) věd-ě-t ‘to know.impf’ – po-věd-ě-t	‘to tell.pf’

 (13) (a) mal-ova-t	‘to paint.impf’ – do-mal-ova-t	‘to finish painting.pf’

  (b) vy-táh-nou-t ‘to pull up.pf’ – po-vy-táh-nou-t ‘to pull up a little.pf’

  (c) skoč-i-t ‘to jump.pf’ – vy-skoč-i-t	‘to jump out.pf’

The pure perfectivizing function is fulfilled by different prefixes with dif-
ferent bases; cf. (10a) vs. (10b). A prefix that has the pure perfectivizing func-
tion with a particular base can change the meaning if added to another base; 
cf. (10b) vs. (12b) and (13b). If a particular verb root is compatible with more 
prefixes (up to 20 different prefixes are attested with a single root in the data), 
at most one of the competing prefixes is expected to have the pure perfecti-
vizing function. Verbs with pure perfectivizing prefixes are supposed not to 
serve as bases for secondary imperfectivization (Grepl et al. 2000:318ff and 
other). The lack of a secondary imperfective is thus considered to be a crite-
rion for identification of the pure perfectivizing prefix among other prefixes 
attested with the same base (in ex. (4) *uvařovat cannot be derived from uva-
řit	‘to cook.pf’, but cf. (14)).

 (14) vař-i-t	‘to cook.impf’ > do-vař-i-t	‘to finish cooking.pf’ > do-vař-
-ova-t	‘to finish cooking.impf’

 4. The role of aspect in modelling derivation in the DeriNet database

 4.1. The task of organizing verbs in the derivational database

Within our task of organizing derivationally related verbs in a large langu-
age resource specialized in Czech derivation, the DeriNet database (Ševčíko-
vá – Žabokrtský 2014; http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/derinet), we dealt with more 
than 50 thousand verbs (the pure aspectual pairs are represented as two sepa-
rate units) which are a part of a total of 1 million lexemes (nouns, adjectives, 
verbs, and adverbs).8 

8 DeriNet is based on the MorfFlex CZ dictionary (Hajič – Hlaváčová 2013), which 
covers a major part of the lexicon of Czech including proper names, archaic words, low-
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In DeriNet, the lexemes that share a common root are put together and or-
ganized according to their morphemic complexity from the simplest to the 
most complex ones so that they form an oriented graph. In spite of the disa-
dvantages of modelling derivational relations as directed (cf. Bauer 1997, or 
Booij 2008), we use the oriented structures as a basic model that corresponds 
to the concept of word-formation rows and nests (Dokulil 1962:13). This sim-
ple concept makes it possible to organize massive amounts of material in 
a unified way.

The organization of verbs in DeriNet was treated as a separate task due 
to several specific features of verbal derivation in Czech, as compared to the 
other part-of-speech categories. First of all, verbs are mostly derived from 
other verbs, whereas other lexemes are often derived across the part-of-speech 
boundaries. Secondly, while in general, suffixation is the most productive 
type of derivation in Czech, prefixation predominates over suffixation in the 
derivation of verbs (Dokulil 1962, Uher 1971, Štekauer et al. 2012). Thirdly, 
the same root morpheme, mostly attested in two or more allomorphs, is often 
shared by several dozen verbs (Ziková 2015). Last but not least, derivationally 
related verbs differ in meaning and/or in aspect.

 4.2. Identifying and organizing derivationally related verbs

The task consisted of three subsequent subtasks. Verbs that share the same 
root morpheme (the term “derivational family” is used here; e.g. Blevins 
2016) were put together first. After that, base candidates were suggested by 
a semiautomatic procedure. Finally, a set of simple rules was applied to orga- 
nize verbs within derivational families coherently across the lexicon of Czech.

Most of the verbal roots of Czech origin have two or more allomorphs. In 
prefixation of verbs, a single vowel alternation is documented in Czech, na-
mely the á:a alternation in the root morpheme (psát	‘to write.impf’ –	napsat	
‘to write.pf’,	znát	‘to know.impf’– poznat ‘to know.pf’ and few other), where-
as even the same root may undergo different alternations when combined with 
different suffixes (see ex. (3)). A set of basic heuristics and, importantly, exi-
sting data resources (esp. Lopatková et al. 2017) were used to identify all at-

-frequency words and automatically generated coinages without respect to whether they 
are attested in a corpus.
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tested allomorphs of the particular roots, taking into account both formal fe-
atures and lexical ambiguity; cf. the allomorphs skoč, skák, and skak in ex. (3) 
and Fig. 1. 

In order to organize the verbs within particular derivational families ac-
cording to their morphemic complexity, an automatic procedure was applied 
to identify potential base verbs for each verb so that they differed in a mini-
mal set of formal features. The procedure consisted of two mutually overlap-
ping steps:
 – prefixed verbs, without regard to the function of the prefix, were iden-

tified by means of a list of verbal prefixes that was compiled for this 
task. The prefix was mechanically separated from the verb and the re-
maining string compared with the verbs in the derivational family (tak-
ing also the a:á	alternation into account). If such prefixless counterpart 
was available, it was marked as a potential base for the prefixed verb;

 – pairs of verbs that are formally identical except for the suffixes were 
identified by a simple string-wise comparison of the verbs. If a verb 
differed from another verb just in the suffix (including both the suffix-
-replacement and suffix-adding types), it was considered to be a poten-
tial base word.

By means of these steps, more than a single base candidate might be sug-
gested for some verbs; cf. rozpracovat	‘to elaborate.pf’ and pracovávat ‘to 
be used to work.impf’ as the base candidates for rozpracovávat	‘to elabora-
te.impf’. The following rules were applied semiautomatically and the output 
was checked manually, so that a consistent annotation was achieved across 
the data:
 (a) prefixed perfectives were considered to be derived from prefixless im-

perfectives,
 (b) verbs with multiple prefixes were linked to a prefixed verb that has one 

prefix less;9 
 (c) secondary imperfectives were represented as derivatives of prefixed 

perfectives. The rule was applied when a prefixless counterpart did not 
exist (e.g. *skakovat	for vyskakovat in (3b)) as well as when it existed 

9 Verbs that must be modelled as the results of adding more prefixes in a single 
step (because the verb with one prefix less, i.e. *posednout, is not attested) are minor in 
Czech; e.g. popo-	in poposednout	‘to move on a bit.pf’.
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(cf. the above mentioned verb rozpracovávat	was linked to rozpraco-
vat, not to pracovávat);

 (d) iteratives were linked to respective imperfective verbs;
 (e) in pairs of simplex verbs with different suffixes (mainly aspectual coun-

terparts but also pairs with the same aspect), the decision which of the 
verbs is the derivative was based on the following criteria: the length 
of the verbs (the shorter verb is likely to be the base one; e.g. dát	‘to 
give.pf’ > dávat	‘to give.impf’ in (8)), their semantic complexity (the 
derivative is semantically richer than the base verb; štěkat	 ‘to bark.
impf’  >  štěknout	 ‘to bark.pf’ in (6b))10 and/or corpus frequency (the 
base verb is expected to be more frequent than its derivative; skočit	
‘to jump.pf’  >  skákat	‘to jump.impf’ in (3a)).11 See Fig. 1 for a sample 
structure.

10 
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In the paper, some issues of the long-standing debate over the category of 
verbal aspect in Czech were reopened in order to clarify the theoretical back-
ground for our data-based research into verb-to-verb derivation in Czech. 

10 The perfective štěknout	refers to the action as a one-spot event.
11 This expectation is based on previous works (Sambor 1975, Furdík 1978, Panocová 

2017) and was supported by a pilot study on non-verbal data in DeriNet. The frequency 
ratio of skočit to skákat	is 10:7 in the SYNv6 corpus (Křen et al. 2017).
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We argue for the grammatical account of the category of aspect seeing it 
as a complex of inflectional meanings formally marked by derivational af-
fixes in Czech verbs. As there are no reliable criteria to recognize which 
verbs form an aspectual pair and, moreover, which of the aspectual counter-
parts might be considered the unmarked member (and thus the representative 
item of the whole paradigm), it was not feasible to separate formation of pure 
aspectual pairs from other types of verb-to-verb derivation in Czech when fa-
cing authentic language material.

The analysis was then reflected in the compilation of a simple set of rules 
which were used for organization of more than 50 thousand verbs into com-
parable structures in the DeriNet database. Semantic labelling of the struc-
tures, which is planned as a next step in the research, will involve semiauto-
matic assignment of aspectual pairs with a specific label. The verbal data in 
DeriNet then should serve as a very large, coherently annotated language re-
source that can be searched by different criteria.
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Odvozování	českých	sloves	a	kategorie	vidu

( s h r n u t í )

Příspěvek se zabývá změnami v kategorii slovesného vidu, k nimž dochází během 
odvozování sloves od sloves v češtině. Po stručném shrnutí základních bodů aspekto-
logických diskuzí nad videm českého slovesa je tvoření vidových protějšků prezen-
továno jako integrální součást derivace českých sloves. Ve shodě s tímto pohledem je 
kategorie vidu využita jako důležitý rys při modelování slovesné derivace v databázi 
zachycující derivační morfologii češtiny. V příspěvku představujeme sadu kritérií, 
na jejichž základě byla slovesa v databázi organizována.




